
furniture
size
(cm)

schematic picture note
net price

(€/pcs/day)

ARC BAR 175x73x110cm with light 93 €

LINE BAR 125x70x110 cm with light 78 €

CORNER BAR 85x85x110 cm with light 55 €

CORDIALE BAR 85x85x110 cm

Brown metal top with wenge 
HPL sheets.

It only works with 230V voltage. 
It has a warm white light.

145 €

CORDIALE CORNER BAR 120x70x110 cm

Brown metal top with wenge 
HPL sheets.

It only works with 230V voltage. 
It has a warm white light.

100 €

CORDIALE WELCOME 
COUNTER

70x70x110 cm

Brown metal top with wenge 
HPL sheets.

It only works with 230V voltage. 
It has a warm white light.

80 €

OVAL COUNTER 130x70x98 cm with light 60 €

ICE BAR 94x48x86 cm with light 33 €

ARC COUNTER 165x60x100cm with light 60 €

SQUARE BAR TABLE 60x60x110cm with light 33 €

ROUND BAR TABLE átm. 80x120cm with light 40 €

DOUBLE BAR TABLE 80x180x120cm with light 70 €

PINT BAR TABLE Ø 80x108cm with light 43 €

SHELF 230x40x230cm without light, white plastic 30 €

HEXA SHELF 198x37x112 cm
without light, 
white plastic

28 €
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POUFFE Ø 150x45cm with light 63 €

WAVE SEAT 160x60x45cm with light 43 €

ARC SEAT 123x53x43cm with light 33 €

CUBE SEAT 43x43x43cm with light 13 €

Y SEAT 100x120x43cm with light 35 €

GERA SEAT Ø 55x43cm with light 18 €

KUBO
CUBE TABLE DECOR

20x20x20 cm with light 6 €

PLANT POT 41x41x90cm with light 20 €

CONE FLOOR LAMP Ø  70x185 cm with light 23 €

MANHATTAN
FLOOR LAMP

50x49x200 cm with light 20 €

FLUX FLOOR LAMP Ø  24x154cm
with light, only 230V AC, warm 

white
18 €

MADAME FLOOR LAMP 78x78x200 cm with light 50 €

PODIUM 62x62x120 cm with light 40 €

ROUND TABLE Ø  80x72 cm with light 34 €

DOUBLE TABLE 180x80x72cm with light 60 €

OPEN CUBE 43x43x43cm with light 13 €

GLORIA CHAIR 56x54x80  cm without light, white 7 €
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WHITE ROUND BAR STOOL Ø 38x60-82 cm without light, white + black top 6 €

LAZY BAR STOOL 40x50x72cm without light, white 9 €

KONCORD BAR STOOL 42x36x73cm without light, balck 6 €

MIURA BAR STOOL 47x40x81cm without light, white 9 €

COUCH 170x84x74cm
with light and grey polyurethane 

cushion
70 €

KAMI COUCH 176x75x70cm
with light and grey polyurethane 

cushion
70 €

KAMI ARMCHAIR 80x75x70cm
with light and grey polyurethane 

cushion
33 €

KAMI TABLE 73x73x35cm with light 20 €

BENCH TABLE 140x140x40cm with light 66 €

WHEELY BENCH
BLACK

120x43x71cm without light, balck 33 €

WHEELY BENCH
WHITE

120x43x71cm without light, white 33 €

TOY TABLE 50x35x42cm without light, white 6 €

ORB 30
DEKORATION

Ø  30 cm with light 12 €

ORB 40
DEKORATION

Ø  40 cm with light 13 €

ORB 50
DEKORATION

Ø 50 cm with light 14 €

ORB 70
DEKORATION

Ø 70 cm with light 17 €

CANDLE 20
DEKORATION

Ø 10,5x22,5 cm with light 6 €

CANDLE 30
DEKORATION

Ø 12x30 cm with light 6 €
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Characteristics of the furnitures

Conditions of the renting

Till a renting value of 350 € exc.VAT, the renting fee has to be paid by cash on delivery or 
has to be paid in advance by bank transfer.

Over a renting value of 350 € exc.VAT, the half of the renting fee has to be paid 2 days 
before the delivery by wire transfer and the remained value has to be transferred against

the final invoice in 15 days.

GENERAL INFORMATIONS ABOUT THE FURNITURES AND THEIR RENTING

The inner light of the furnitures operates with 230V AC or battery with RGB LED unit.

The light source inside the furnitures is a 230V AC / 9W  RGB LED bulb.

The colors of the RGB LED bulb and the battery RGB LED unit can be changed between
the the pre-programed colors with IR remote controll.

The battery lasts 7-8 hours approximatly. The charging time is about 6-8 hours.

Because of the 230V electricity operation, the furnitures need electric cables to be installed.
The individual items of furniture can also be operated from each other,
so only one power supply is sufficient for the operation of a furniture group.

Most of the furnitures can be used in open air with tehe electric installations as well (IP 55).
Please in case of open air usage contact us first to discuss the conditioins.  

The prices in the price list don't include the VAT and delivery and site installation cost.
The prices are calculated for one day renting.

The minimum renting order we accept is 65 € without VAT.

In case the renting amount is over 850 €, we don't calculate extra fee if the customer orders
the transport and the installation the day before the event.

The furnitures are not allowed to be picked up from our warehouse because the transport 
and installation have to be arranged by our staff.
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